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!
Thank you for purchasing Advent.
!
You’re one step closer to your next great project! If you get lost between
layers and keyframes, drop us a line at hello@kainxtheory.com. We’ll do
our very best to help you.

!
Don’t forget to write a short testimonial on your experience with Advent,
and follow us on Videohive so you never miss new exciting items.

!

A few words on Advent’s structure
Advent consists of three distinct parts: Spirit, Snowflakes and Insignia. Each
of these parts has alternative versions available. There are separate
compositions for each version and they’re located in the Render These
folder in the Project Panel.

!
Keep in mind that some of these compositions are used within each other,
so changes you make to shared composition will be applied to every
version. For example, changes you make to the the snow globe will apply
to every version that ends with the snow globe.

!
All versions of Spirit and Insignia contain a Settings layer where you can
change their appearance. The five different versions of Snowflakes share a
common composition called Snowflakes w/ Texts, wherein there’s a Settings
layer with various appearance options. Being a shared composition, any
changes you make in this composition will apply to all versions of
Snowflakes.

!
If you’re having trouble understanding how the project is set up, don’t
hesitate to contact us at hello@kainxtheory.com and we’ll do our best to
guide you through it.

!
!
!
!
!
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How do I replace the logo?
1.

Open the Logo Source composition

2.

Go to File > Import > File (Ctrl/Cmd + I), locate the file you want to
import and click Open

3.

Drag the file from the Project Window to the Logo Source composition

4.

Scale the new layer so that itʼs approximately the size of the previous
logo

5.

Hide the previous logo

!
How do I use the logo’s original colors?
1.

Open the Settings composition

2.

Select the Settings layer

3.

In the Effects panel, set the Logo Fill Opacity parameter to 0 (zero)

!
How do I change the texts?
1.

Open the composition you want to edit

2.

Double click on the text layer you want to change

3.

After editing the text, hit Ctrl/Cmd + Return to apply changes

!
How do I resize the main rectangle in Snowflakes?
If you want to resize it horizontally, use the Settings layer. Otherwise, follow
the steps below:

!
1.

Open the Snowflakes w/ Texts composition (Project Panel > Edit These)
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2.

Press 1 on your keyboard. This will take you to the first marker in the
Timeline Window.

3.

Select the Main Rectangle layer.

4.

Press U to reveal its animated properties and change the second value
in Size.

!
How do I reposition the main rectangle?
If you want to resize it vertically, use the Settings layer. Otherwise, follow
the steps below:

!
1.

Open the Snowflakes w/ Texts composition (Project Panel > Edit These).

2.

Select the Main Rectangle Controller layer.

3.

In the Composition Window, drag the layer around accordingly.

!
Tip: You can also use this controller to scale both the rectangle and text.

!
How do I resize the packshot rectangle in
Snowflakes?
If you want to resize it vertically, use the Settings layer. Otherwise, follow
the steps below:

!
1.

Open the Snowflakes w/ Texts composition.

2.

Press 2 on your keyboard. This will take you to the second marker in
the Timeline Window.

3.

Select the Packshot Rectangle layer.
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4.

Press U to reveal its animated properties and change the first value in
Size.

!
How do I reposition the packshot rectangle?
1.

Open the Snowflakes w/ Texts composition (Project Window > Edit
These).

2.

Select the Packshot Rectangle Controller layer.

3.

In the Composition Window, drag the layer around accordingly.

!
Tip: You can also use this controller to scale both the packshot rectangle
and packshot text.

!
How do I resize the badge?
All Insignia compositions, as well as the Spirit - Ending with Insignia and
Spirit - Ending with Insignia II compositions contain a Badge Controller that
you can use to resize the badge or move it around.

!
How do I make changes to the forest scene?
The forest scene in all versions of Spirit is pre-rendered so as to ensure
maximum performance and faster render times. That said, you can’t make
any changes on it, however the plugins version of Advent is available upon
request. Send us an e-mail at hello@kainxtheory.com for more details.

!
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How do I hide or show the packshot text in
Snowflakes?
Each version of Snowflakes consists of 2 layers: The Snowflakes w/ Texts
composition and the packshot. Hiding or showing the packshot text is as
simple as dragging the Out point of the Snowflakes w/ Texts layer to the
end of the timeline (to show the packshot), or right before the In point of
the packshot layer (to hide it). For a better understanding of this, notice the
difference between Snowflakes - Ending with Insignia and Snowflakes Ending with Logo Mask.

!
Settings Reference
Here’s a list of things you can change using the Settings layer in each of
the main compositions:

!
Spirit - Ending with Logo Mask
Logo Size controls the size of the logo
Snow Opacity controls the opacity of the snow in the inside of the logo
Shadow Strength controls the opacity of the shadow beneath the logo

!
Spirit - Ending with Snow Globe
Snow Globe Size controls the size of the snow globe and all its contents
Logo Size controls the size of the logo inside the snow globe
Logo Fill Opacity controls the opacity of the logo’s Fill color. Use 0 to
disable the Fill color and show the logo’s original colors
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Logo Fill Color controls the color that fills the logo in the snow globe
Stripes Opacity controls the opacity of the stripes on the snow globe
Snow Opacity controls the opacity of the snow inside the snow globe
Shadow Strength controls the opacity of the shadow beneath snow globe

Spirit - Ending with Insignia
Badge Opacity controls the opacity of the badge
Badge Color controls the color of the badge

!
Spirit - Ending with Insignia II
Badge Opacity controls the opacity of the badge
Badge Color controls the color of the badge

!
Insignia - On Footage
Footage Blur controls the blur amount of the footage below the badge
Badge Opacity controls the opacity of the badge
Badge Color controls the color of the badge

!
Insignia - On White
Footage Blur controls the blur amount of the footage below the badge
Badge Opacity controls the opacity of the badge
Badge Color controls the color of the badge

!
Snowflakes w/ Texts
Main Text Size controls the size of the text in the main rectangle
Main Text Color controls the color of the text in the main rectangle
Rectangle X Size controls the horizontal size of the main rectangle
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Rectangle Opacity controls the opacity of the main rectangle
Packshot Text Size controls the size of the text in the packshot
Packshot Text Color controls the color of the text in the packshot rectangle
Packshot Rectangle Y Size controls the vertical size of the packshot
rectangle
Packshot Border controls the width of the rectangle border in the packshot
Hide Packshot Text hides the rectangle and text in the packshot
Accent Color controls the color of the main and packshot rectangles

!
Used Assets
Fonts: Yellowtail, Lavanderia, Geared Slab
Audio Tracks: Christmas Magic Ident, Major Orchestra Reveal Logo,
Inspirational Orchestra Logo Ident, Cinematic Christmas

!
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